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F you think of a typical Mark Johnston-trained
runner, you probably bring to mind one that races up
with the pace and proves difficult to pass, a horse that
is “on message” by always trying. You probably also
think of a horse that keeps pulling out improvement

well into its career. 
Not all Kingsley House inmates fit that bill, but quite a few

do, and the proof of the latter trait – that of durability – is in
the data. 

In the 2018 British flat season, the average number of runs
by three-year-olds and older was 5.8 for the racing population
as a whole but 7.9 for the stable: an increased return of 36%. 

They included such stalwarts as Aquarium (22 runs),
Masham Star (24) and Poet’s Society (30). Plenty of horses do
not manage that sort of on-track activity in an entire career,
never mind in just one year! 

Aquarium managed five wins, the last of them and the best

of them in October on his 20th start; Masham Star’s final run
of 2018 was his best and one of three wins in the year; and
Poet’s Society racked up six wins, including one on his 26th
appearance. 

It is worth considering how the stable’s figures shape up
more widely. To this end, I looked at the average Timeform
performance rating by start in a given calendar year for horses
aged three or older from 2014 to 2018 inclusive. 

Performance ratings – the figure achieved by a horse on the
day in question – were lower-capped at 40, in order that
averages would not be skewed by a few abnormally poor
efforts. 

The findings are shown in the accompanying table and
graph, with figures shown for Johnston-trained horses, for
British racing in general, and for Richard Fahey-trained
horses, the last named included as a closer comparison from
one of northern racing’s other powerhouses. 

Johnston-trained horses aged three and older perform at a
higher level throughout than an average British-trained horse,
but the difference is most marked from start seven onwards in
any given calendar year, from which point there is a
differential of more than 11 pounds. 

Comparaison
British-trained horses in general run their best Timeform

performance ratings (66.6 and 66.7 on average) between
starts four to six inclusive. Johnston-trained horses do so on
starts 13 (78.9 average performance rating) and 15 (78.5),
with sample sizes of 96 and 61 respectively suggesting this is
no anomaly. 

Even with horses having their 18th or later start, Johnston-
trained horses perform approximately 15 pounds better than
the national average, with a sample size of 99.  

The comparison with that other high-achiever, Richard
Fahey, is intended to counter any accusations of comparing
apples with pears. The findings have precious little in it from
starts one to six inclusive, but thereafter our man gains the
upper hand. 

Fahey’s best figures are, much like those of British trainers
more widely, for horses having starts four to seven inclusive
in a given calendar year. The differential between his figures
and Johnston’s from start 11 onwards is around five pounds
in favour of Kingsley Park inmates. 

It is interesting to speculate as to why the figures for
Johnston-trained horses are so exceptional. 

In addition to buying sound horses and treating them right,
there seems to be a culture of allowing those horses to prove
their worth where it really matters: on the racecourse rather
than only on the gallops. 

They are fit when they get to the track – Johnston-trained
horses aged three and older outperform the national average
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by approximately seven pounds on their annual debuts – but
they thrive thereafter, and continue to thrive too, whereas the
performance of others ultimately drops off somewhat.

There is also a degree to which Kingsley Park inmates
work their way up in grade and up in distance gradually, often
leaving potential to be tapped into later in a campaign than
might be the case with a different approach. 

Whatever the reasons, the upshot is not just more races on
average but more good performances as well. That has to be a
positive for all involved. 

Against that backdrop, the stable’s phenomenal start to
2019 – over 50% more winners in Britain and Ireland to the
end of April 28 than the year before – looks all the better. This
is not (hopefully!) just a purple patch but a pace that can be
sustained through to the year’s end. 

Maintaining standards, let alone improving upon them,
requires teamwork. There will be horses in the wings ready to
contribute in the manner that some of the aforementioned
have contributed in the past. In the meantime, however, some
more familiar names are already leading the way.   

durability

The following Kingsley Park representatives have achieved
Timeform performance ratings of 110 or higher already this
year (remembering that official ratings, which started on the
same level, have dropped several pounds behind since). It is
quite something to think that the best from these horses in
2019 could still be to come! 

• AQUARIUM (110) 4-y-o, three runs in Dubai and three
in Britain this year, returning to best when head second in
handicap at Chelmsford last time
• AUSTRIAN SCHOOL (120) 4-y-o, thrived at three but
took things to a new level on his return when a wide-
margin of the Queen’s Cup Handicap at Musselburgh on
Easter Saturday
• CARDSHARP (116) 4-y-o, back to best when winning
handicap at Lingfield in March on second outing of
campaign, and has had two unsuccessful runs since
• ELARQAM (110) 4-y-o, lightly-raced 2,000 Guineas
fourth who ran respectably when filling same berth behind
Zabeel Prince in Earl of Sefton Stakes at Newmarket on
recent seasonal return
• ELEGIAC (111) 4-y-o, won three and recorded his
highest Timeform performance rating (113) on his twelfth
and final start in 2018, already a Listed winner at
Nottingham from just two appearances this year
•MATTERHORN (125) 4-y-o, winner of four from five
this year and never better than when thrashing
Wissahickon by seven lengths in the Easter Classic at
Lingfield on Good Friday, running a Timeform
performance figure good enough to win at Group 2 level at
least
• WATERSMEET (113) 8-y-o, stable stalwart who has
won at least once in every active season and ran a new
personal best on Timeform figures when taking the All-
Weather Marathon at Lingfield on Good Friday on his
third start of the year. 

By 
Simon

Rowlands

Average Timeform performance rating by start 
Start M Johnston GB racing R Fahey

1 70.7 63.6 70.5
2 71.0 65.0 71.6
3 73.7 66.1 73.8
4 73.9 66.6 75.4
5 75.0 66.7 75.7
6 75.7 66.6 76.0
7 77.9 66.1 75.3
8 77.8 65.5 74.6
9 77.4 65.2 75.0

10 77.6 64.8 73.9
11 77.3 64.2 72.8
12 77.8 63.9 72.1
13 78.9 63.6 74.1
14 75.0 63.4 73.6
15 78.5 63.0 67.8
16 74.7 62.7 68.7
17 76.5 62.9 70.8

18+ 76.4 61.5 71.8


